
Main Message

Storm Cloud Marketing helps businesses discover, execute and optimize effective 
marketing strategies. Storm Cloud can help you feel good about your marketing.

Main CTA

Schedule your Intro Call now.

SECONDARY CTA

Not sure you're ready to talk to us? Check out our DIY resources!

Character Transformation
The business owner or marketer goes from feeling frustrated and lost

to feeling good about their marketing.

3-step plan that's easy to say "yes" to

1.
Intro Call

2.
Recommendation

3.
Execution & 

Optimization



1. A Character

 a. Your customer and their ultimate goal. 

  i. A business owner or marketing manager who wants to feel good about their marketing.

               1. confident in their marketing direction

   2. proud of the work

   3. producing results

2. Has a Problem

 a. Villain - the thing or idea you and your customer are fighting.

  i. The Marketing Monster

 b External Problems - surface issues

  i. Too many options

  ii. Confusing platforms

  iii. Limited visibility into what's happening right now

  iv. Time investments are high

  v. Results are difficult to achieve and track

  vi. Lack of a talented partner to execute marketing strategies

 c. . Internal Problems - feelings and frustrations

  i. Overwhelmed

  ii. Unsure

  iii. Blind

  iv. Wasteful (time and money)

  v. Failure (unable to achieve results)

  vi. Alone (no partner to help execute)

 d. Philosophical Problem - "it's wrong to" or "you shouldn't have to"

  i. I shouldn't have to waste time and money with marketing to get results.



3. And Meets a Guide

 a. Empathy - understand the problem

  i. If this weren't our full-time gig, we would be right here looking for help too.

  ii. The marketing world is a sea of endless options, and sifting through those options to find  
       the things that actually work today, piece them all together, and make them kick ass - is  
       a journey that takes years of exploration and experimentation.

  iii. Without the ability to see what's happening, it's impossible to control change.

  iv. Without the ability to control change, results can only be achieved through blind luck.

  v. Your business is too important to bet on luck.

  vi. Quality partners who will actually work WITH you to help improve and grow your   
        business - are hard to find.

 b. Authority - equipped to solve the problem

  i. Our experience stretches all the way back to 1998 as a traditional local ad agency in   
       Joplin, Missouri. As the advertising and marketing world evolved, we had to evolve   
       ourselves and our clients with it.

  ii. Our years of experience have shown us what works and what doesn't. We help save   
       businesses the pain and waste of learning lessons that we've already learned.

  iii. We use data as a rudder for recommended change. The ability to see results is critical.

  iv. We don't trust luck. We trust data and experience.

  v. We've helped save clients thousands of hours and dollars by helping them find the   
      RIGHT marketing tools and strategies.

  vi. We've been a partner to hundreds of businesses - helping them execute either a small   
       piece of their marketing strategy (website design, video production, etc.) or helping   
       them navigate the marketing world as a comprehensive, long-term partner.

4. Who Gives Them a Plan

 a. 3-step plan that's easy to say "yes" to

     i. Intro Call

  ii. Recommendation

  iii. Execution & Optimization



5. And Calls Them to Action

 a. Direct CTAs - schedule, buy now, get started

  ii. Schedule your Intro Call now.

   1. We want to hear about your goals and frustrations!

    a. This will help our team recommend the right tools and strategies to help  
         you avoid waste and end frustration.

 b. Transitional CTAs - not ready to buy, check this out

  i. Not sure you're ready to talk to us? Check out our DIY resources!

6. That Ends in Success - paint the happy ending

 a. You know exactly what's happening with your marketing.

 b. You have a long-term roadmap for improvement.

 c. You are able to create and control change.

 d. You are proud of your marketing and results.

 e. You have a partner who helps you discover, execute and optimize effective marketing.

 f. You have a partner who can create the needed pieces to execute your marketing, like website   

      designs and videos.

 g. You TAME the Marketing Monster!

7. And Helps Them Avoid Failure - reminder of what could've happened

 a. Blindly throwing time and money at different marketing harms your business, unless you're just  

      really lucky.


